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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statemsnt of Problem 
The problem in this study is to compare the Grade One 
vocabularies of three basal reading systems- the Curriculum 11 . y 
Foundation Series, the Reading Foundation Series, and the 
.21 Ginn Basic Reader.s. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to determine the amount 
of overlapping in vocabulary among the levels of the three 
basal systems used in this study~ This is being done in 
order to discover what words are common to all systems, and 
also to show what words must be taught to be able to transfer 
a reading group from one system to another during the school 
year. 
In this paper, the Scott Foresman Basal Reading System-
!J/ 
the Curriculum Foundation Series, is used as the basic 
text set. 
!/William s. Gray, Curriculum Foundation Series, Scott 
Foresman and Company, 1946. 
y Mabel O'Donnell, Reading Foundation Series, Row Peterson 
Publishing Company, Illinois, 1947. · 
2/David Russell, and others, Ginn Basic Readers, Ginn And 
Company, New York, 1948. 
1/ William s. Gray, op. cit. 
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This study proposes to show: 
1. the total number of words in the preprimers, 
primers, and first readers of eadh of the 
three basal systems listed. 
2. the number of words common to both Scott 
Foresman and Ginn Readers on. the preprimer, 
primer, and first reader levels 
3. the number of words common to both Scott 
Foresman and Row Peterson Readers on the 
preprimer, primer, and first reader levels 
4. the number of words common to the three 
systems examined 
5. the total number of different words appearing 
in the three basal systems 
2 
This is being done in order to determine the following: 
1. the basic preprimer, primer, and first reader 
words found in the three basal systems included 
in this study 
2. the words that must be taught before one can 
change a reading group from one basal series 
to another at any first grade level. That is-
from preprimer to preprimer; preprimer to 
primer; primer to primer; primer to first 
reader; and first reader to first reader. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Before 1920, reading was taught through the use of one 
basal system. Therefore, there had been no need to compare 
the vocabularies in basal systems. However, in the early 
11 1920's, according to Beck, educators began to realize that 
children needed wide reading and much supplementary work. 
gj 
Beck studied the vocabularies of eight first readers. It 
was found that the eight books had 38 words in c·ommon. Thus 
children ran into difficulty when changing from one book to 
another on the same reading level. These books had a total 
of 1336 new words. Of these, 706 words were found in one of 
the eight books, and 42 words were found in the Thorndike 
List. 
21 
A few years earlier, Packer studied the vocabularies 
of ten ~irst readers then being used in the public schools. 
The total vocabulary of the ten first readers was 3541 words. 
!/Mae M. Beck, "The Vocabulary of First Readers," Peabody 
Journal of Education (January, 1929), 6: 224-227. 
g/Ibid. 
j/J.L. Packer, "The Vocabulary of Ten First Readers," 
Twentieth Yearbook, National Societ* for the Stuay of 
Education, Part II, 1921, pp. 127-1 4. 
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Over 2000 of these words appeared in the readers :rour times 
or less. This, it was suggested, tended to show that 
although a _large number of words had to be known in order 
to proceed and read parts of the readers, two-thirds of the 
words were used so seldom in context that they could not be 
11 
considered as learned and true. Packer therefore concluded 
that the vocabulary load should be lessened, in order that 
words could be more completely mastered. y 
The following year, Selke and Selke studied the 
vocabulary o:r 12 beginn ing reading systems. They found 
that prior to 1922, 47 per cent of the vocabulary checked 
with that of the Thorndike List. Eight years later, in a 
21 follow up study, Selke stated that after 1926, 52 per cent 
of the vocabulary was found in the Thorndike List. In 
this period of t.ime, the percentage of words common to 
books rose :rrom 0.02 per cent to 0.03 per cent. 
!Y 
In Selke's study, 1207 words were presented. o:r 
these, 67 were found in the Thorndike List, and 281 in 
1/J.L. Packer, op. cit. 
gjE. Selke, and G. Selke, "A Study of the Vocabulary of 
Twelve Beginning Books in Reading," Elementary School 
Journal (June, 1922), 22: 745-749. 
the 
the 
2/E. Selke, "A Comparative Study of Twelve Beginning Books 
in Reading," Journal of Educational Research (December, 
1930), 22: 369-374. 
i/Ioid. 
Gates List. It was discovered that too many words appeared 
only once in a book, and too many words, similarly, had a 
too limited frequency. Therefore, it was concluded that 
there had been no appreciable change in the vocabulary 
during the years 1920 to 1930. y 
Gross listed the vocabulary of ten preprimers. The 
5 
393 words were classified according to frequency, but taught 
as the need arose. After these 393 words had been intro-
duced and mastered, the children could read any preprimer 
in the room with ease. 
The preceding study led to a similar one conducted 
gj 
by Hayward and Ordway. rifteen preprimers published since 
1933 contained 350 different words. This was 43 words 
21 less than the previous study made by Gross. · Of the 350 
words, only three were found common to all fifteen books. 
It was therefore concluded that a teacher must know the 
vocabulary of every preprimer in use in her school, in order 
that the children can progress from book to book without 
losing interest because of poorly presented vocabulary. 
1/Aline E. Gross, "A Preprimer Vocabulary Study," Elementary 
School Journal (September, 1934), 35: 48-56. 
g/George Hayward, and Nancy Ordway, "Vocabulary of Recently 
Published Preprimers, 11 Elementary School Journal (April, 
1937), 37: 608-617 • 
.2/Aline E. Gross, op. cit. 
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11 A study by Wheeler and Howell corroborated the 
feeling that not enough vocabulary was common in beginning 
reading systems. Thi~ ~esearch tried to discover how 
closely the Gates List corresponded with the vocabuls.ry of 
ten primers and ten first readers, published from 1922 on. 
The books used in the study had 2219 words, but 26 per cent 
of the first 500 words in the Gates List did not appear in 
the vocabulary of the books used in the study. y 
In 1931, Harring listed the vocabulary of 15 primers. 
Of the 1260 words compiled, only 34 words were common to the 
fifteen books. It was felt that before selecting a new 
primer, a teacher should decide whether she wishes to review 
or strengthen the old vocabulary, or teach many new words 
on the same reading level. Then the teacher would be able 
to determine which book would best suit her teaching needs. 
21 Hockett and Neeley al·so compared the vocabularies of 
primers. In 33 primers, published between 1923 and 1935, 
the average vocabulary burden was 303 words; the median was 
1/H.E. Wheeler, and E. Howell, "A First Grade Vocabulary 
Study," Elementary School Journal; (September, 1930}, 31: 
52-60. 
g./Sidney Harrin6, 11 \'lha t Primer Shall I Use Next, 11 Elementary 
School Journal (November, 1931}, 32: 207-213 • 
.2/Jo:tm A. Hockett, and Deta Neeley, "A Comparison of the 
Vocabularies o.f Thirty-th.ree Primers," Elementary School 
Journal (November, 1936), 37: 207-213. 
found to be 287. From the total of 303 words, 25 of them 
were common to 33 'doka; and 63 were common to 30 books. 
7 
y' 
After studying the vocabulary of primers, Hockett and Neeley 
decided to compare similarly the vocabulary of 28 first · 
readers. The average vocabulary loads of the books was 589; 
the median was 581. It was found that many more of the words 
were taken from the Gates List. Also, the study showed that 
the vocabulary load had decreased 16 per cent from 1930 to 
1935. 
gj 
A year later, Hockett alone studied the vocabulary 
of recent primers and first readers.. The average number of 
words was 214-against an average of 303 for the former study 
~ by Hockett and Neeley. It was concluded that the tr.end · 
was toward a more restricted vocabulary burden, and a more 
thoroughly mastered vocabulary. 
This trend toward a more restricted vocabulary was y 
necessitated somewhat by Rankin's . study 6f ·. the :·recurrence 
of words in certain primers. The vocabulary found in three 
!/John Hockett, and Deta Neeley, "The Vocabulary of . Twenty-
eight First Readers," Elementary School Journal (January, 
1937), 37: 344-352. 
g/John Hockett, 11 The Vocabulary of Recent Primers and Firat 
Readers," Elementary School Journal (October, 1938), 39: 
112-115~ . 
.2/John Hockett, and Deta Neeley, op. cit., November, l936. 
i/Mary Rankin, 11A Study of the Recurrence of Words in Certain 
Primers,u Elementary School · Journal (December, 1927), 28: 278-285. 
8 
primers was compared to find the vocabulary common to all. 
Only 70 word stems were found ·Common. The common vocabulary 
was small and did not conform to word lists. 
11 
Rudisill attempted to show the need for a low 
vocabulary by stating that: 
"Reading is ·the process of getting ideas f rom the 
printed page. Familiarity i's developed through meet-
ing a word in meaningful context---prepr i mers which 
use a high per cent of primer vocabulary should be used, 
especially with low groups, to provide ease and 
fluency." · 
. y 
In 1938, Curtis found that the overlap of the 
vocabulary of two preprimers was very small; so from seven 
preprimers, a core list of 72 words was compiled to help 
present wide reading to beginners. 
21 Following the thought of a core vocabulary, Lang ston 
chose ten books in the preprimer field, having 306 different 
words. It was discovered that 79 words comprised over two-
t hirds of the runnin g words, so t hese ·79 words provided a 
yMabel Rudisill, "Selection of Preprimers and Primers-A 
Vocabulary Analysis," Elementary School Journal {May and 
June), 38: 683-693 and 767-775· 
g/H. M. Curtis, "WideReading for Beginners, 11 Journal of 
Educational Research (December, 1938), 32: 225-265 • 
.2/R.G. Langston, 11A Core Vocabulary for Preprimer Read1ng, 11 
Elementary School Journal (June, 1941), 41: 733-766. 
core vocabulary which had carry over in primary grade 
11 
reading. According to Langston, 
"It is certain that a core vocabulary of all 
preprimers would be of more functional value than 
the vocabulary of any given book." 
It was also thought that after the mastery of the core 
9 
vocabulary, a child could read easily in any one of a number 
of parallel preprimers. 
Changes in primary grade readers were studied by y 
Spache, who found that by 1941, the vocabulary had been re-
duced by one-third. It was also discovered that the repetition 
of words had increased to six times per word, while the 
minimum number of words introduced per page was reduced to 
21 
Stone studied the vocabulary of twenty preprimers • 
. Not one word appeared in all the preprimers. The total 
number of different words found in the 20 preprimers was 
359. Twenty-nine of these appeared in three books. 
!Y 
The following year, Stone studied the vocabula ry of 
!/R.G. Langston, O£· cit. 
g/George Spache, "New Trends in Primary Grade Readers," 
Elementary School Journal (December, 1941), 42: 283-290 • 
.2/Clarence R. Stone, ttThe Vocabulary of Twenty Preprimers," 
Elementary School Journal (February, 1941), 41: 423-429. 
Yclarence R. Stone, "A Vocabulary Study Based on 107 
Primary Grade Books," Elementary School Journal (February, 
1942), 42: 452-455. 
10 
107 primary grade books. It was concluded that the 
vocabulary was too restricted. Over 5000 different words 
were found in the books, yet a present basal system includes 
only 1000 .words. 
y' 
Hildreth, disagreeing with the above study, stated 
that the prevalence of failure in beginning reading could 
be laid to (1) the use of too many different words in pro-
portion to the context, (2) not enough repetition of words, 
and (3) words not in the child's speaking vocabulary. y 
In his reply, Stone stated that a basal series should 
have a low vocabulary, but supplementary books should provide 
greater expansion: 
11 Extreme lightness of the vocabulary burden is 
not a panacea for all the difficulties in the 
teaching of reading. 11 
Provision must be made, it was concluded, for the enrich-
ment and expansion of vocabulary. In the first three grades, 
books should introduce 3000 different words. 
21 In 1944, MacLatchy studied variety in preprimers. 
i7Gertrude Hildreth, "All in Favor of a Low Vocabulary," 
Elementary School Journal (April, 1943), 43: 462-470. 
g./Clarence R. Stone, "A Reply to 'All in Favor of a Low 
Vocabulary'," Elementary School Journal (September, 1943), 
44: 41-44. 
2/J .A. MacLatchy, "Variety in Preprimers," Educational 
Resear-ch Bulletin (March, 1944), 23: 113-122. 
It was found that not one word was common to all the 
preprimers studied. Two words were found common in 11 
books. 
11 A few years later, MacLatchy and Wardwell studied 
common preprimer words. Of the 289 different words com-
piled, not one word was used by all of the 42 preprimers 
studied. 
In 1948, a group of . Master's Theses were prepared, 
each one of which was concerned with an analysis of ten 
11 
selected reading tests, and the vocabulary of a different 
basal reading system. The purpose of the studies was to 
determine how well the vocabulary of the ten reading tests 
compared with each of the basal systems. In all of the studies, 
it was found that no reading test had an · adequate sampling of 
the bas?l ·system under discussion. The basal reading systems 
used were · (1) Reading Foundation Series, (2) Learning to 
Read Series, (3) D. C. Heath Basic Readers, (4) Ginn Basic 
Readers, (5) Easy Growth in Reading Series, (6) Curriculum 
Foundation Series, and (7) New Work-Play Books. 
!/MacLa tchy' and Y'lardwell' "Common Preprimer Word'S' II 
Educational Research Bulletin (November, 1948), 27: 199-206. 
!I gj 
These theses were prepared singly by MacGregor, Nason, 
21 !il 21 §/ 11 
Kennedy, Jack, DeWolfe, Fox, and Doherty. 
1/Helen MacGregor, An Analysis of the Vocabulary of Ten 
Selected Reading Tests and the Vocabulary of the Reading 
Foundation Series, the Alice and Jerry Books, Unpublished 
Iviaster 1 s Thesis. Boston University, 1948. 
12 
g/Doris Nason, A Comparison of the Vocabulary of the Grade 
One and Two Books of the Learning to Read Series and Ten 
Standardized Reading Tests, Unpublished Master's Thesis. 
Boston University, 1948. · 
2/Helen Kennedy, An Evaluation of Ten Standard Achievement 
Tests in Reading in C·ompart.son with the D.C. Heath Basic 
Readers, Unpublished Ma.ster 1 s Thesis. Boston University, 1948. 
i,IBarbara Jack, A Comparison o:f the Vocabulary of Ten 
Standardized Achievement Tests in Reading with the Vocabu-
lary of the Ginn Basic Readers, Unpublished ~1aster 1 s Thesis. 
Boston University, 1948. · 
_ 2/E.B. beWolfe, A Compariqon ·: df · the Vocabulary of the Easy 
Growth in Reading Seri.es and Ten Standardized Readin~ Tests, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis. Boston University, 194 • 
§/Ruth E. Fox, A Comparison of the Vocabulary of Ten Standard-
ized Tests in Readirtg with the Vocabulary of the Curriculum 
Foundation Series, Unpublished Master's Thesis. Boston 
Unive rsity, 1948. · 
1,/M.L. Doherty, Comparison of Ten Standardized Tests with 
the New vfork-Play Books, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis. 
Boston University, 1948. 
•. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
13 
This paper utilizes the vocabularies from the follow-
ing number of books in each series: 
1. The Curriculum Foundation Series 
a. Preprimera 
1. We Look and See 
2. We Work and Play 
3 • 1tl e Come and Go 
b. Primer 
1. Fun with Dick and Jane 
c. First Reader 
1. Our New Friends 
There are five books used in the Curriculum Foundation 
Series. The total vocabulary in these books is 336 words. 
2. The Ginn Basic Readers 
a. Preprimers 
1 ". My Little Red Story Book 
2. My Little Green Story Book 
3· My Little Blue Story Book 
b. Primer 
1. The Little White House 
-13-
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c. First Reader 
1. On Cherry Street 
There are five books used in the Ginn Basic Reader Series. 
The total vocabulary in t 'hese books is 354 words. 
3· The Reading Foundation Series 
a. Preprimers 
1. Skip Along 
2. Under the Sky 
3· Open the Door 
4. High on a Hill 
b. Primer 
1. Day In and Day Out 
c. First Reader 
1. Round About 
There are six books used Jin the Reading Foundation Series. 
The total vocabulary in these books is 474 words. 
In the tr..ree reading systems used for the study, all 
inflectional variants, excluding the added -s sounds in 
nouns and verbs, are counted as new words. Thus, for 
example, look, looked, looking, are new words, while looks 
is not considered as such. 
The total vocabulary under consideration is 1164 words, 
including the variation named above, and also including 
proper names. Of' these 1164 words, 194 are f'ound in the 
ten preprimers, 354 are found in the three primers, and 
616 are found in the first readers of the three basal 
reading systems under discussion. 
1.5 
The basal vocabulary lists were obtained from the Wor d 
List at the back of each reader. Since the vocabulary in 
the 1fv'ord Lists is presented according to the page on wh ich 
it is found in the reader, it was necessary to alphabetize 
all the words to facilitate checking. A difterent list of 
alphabetized words was made for each reading level-that is: 
one list each for the preprimers, primers, and first readers 
in each basal system used. 
Checking sheets were made for ease in determining 
which words were common to the systems studied. On each 
shee t was an alphabetical list of words from the Curriculum 
Foundation SeriesJ which was the basic text set. The nex t 
column had the name of a different system and the readi ng 
level; the third column had the name of the other basal 
serie s studied anq the level. Every word in the Curriculum 
Foundation Series list was checked to see if it was found 
i n the preprimer, primer, or first reader level of either 
the Ginn Basic Readers, the Reading Foundation Series, or 
both. 
If a word on the Curriculum Foundation List was found 
in either of the other systems, a check mark was placed in 
the appropria t e column and line. The check marks in each 
column were added and t hen these totals were added together 
to get the number of words common to the following: 
1. Curriculum Foundation Series Preprimers and 
Ginn Basic Readers Preprimers 
2. Curriculum Foundation Series Preprimers and 
Reading Foundation Series Preprimers 
3. Curriculum Foundation Series Primer and 
Ginn Basic Readers Primer 
4. Curriculum Foundation Series Primer and 
Reading Foundation Series Primer 
5. Curriculum Foundati on Serj_es First Read~ and 
Ginn Basic Readers First Reader 
6. Curriculum Foundation Series First Reader and 
Reading Foundation Series First Reader 
7. Curriculum Foundation Series Preprimers and both 
Ginn Basic Readers and Reading Foundation Series 
Preprimers 
16 
8 . Curriculum Foundation Series Primer and both Ginn 
Basic Readers and Reading Foundation Series Primers 
9. Curriculum Foundation Series First Reader and both 
Ginn Basic Readers and Reading Foundation Series 
First Readers 
10. Curriculum Foundation Series First Reader and 
Ginn Basic Readers Primer 
11. Curriculum Foundation Series First Reader and 
Reading Foundation Series Primer 
17 
12. Curriculum Foundation Series First Reader and both 
Ginn Basic Readers and Reading Foundation Series 
Primers. 
The words that were found common to the above listings 
were alphabetized and listed. The words that were not 
common to any of the above listings, were then alphabetized 
to determine the words that must be taught before one can 
change a reading group from one basal series to another, 
at any first grade level. 
The following pages show the alphabetized vocabulary 
lists of each of the three reading systems used, divided 
according to reading level-that is, preprimer, primer, and 
first reader level. 
a 
and 
away 
Baby 
ball 
b ig 
blue 
boat 
can 
car 
come 
cookies 
Dick 
down 
Father 
find 
for 
funny 
go 
help 
here 
house 
I 
in 
is 
it 
Jane 
jump 
little 
look 
make 
me 
Mother 
my 
not 
oh 
one 
play 
Puff 
red 
run 
said 
Sally 
see 
18 
Curriculum Foundation Series-Vocabulary List 
Preprimers 
something 
Spot 
the 
three 
Tim 
to 
t wo 
up 
wants 
we 
where 
work 
yellow 
you 
We Look and See 
We Work and Play 
We Come and Go 
.58 words 
Curriculum Foundation Series-Vocabulary List 
all 
a m 
animals 
a re 
at 
ate 
barn 
birthday 
black 
bow-wow 
boy 
bu mp 
bu t 
came 
ca t 
ch i c kens 
chi ldren 
cluck 
cows 
di<;] 
do .. 
dog 
doll 
du cks 
eat 
eggs 
fa mily 
fa rm 
fa s t 
• fo ur 
friends 
fu n 
get 
gi r l 
good 
go od-by 
grandfa t her 
gra ndmot her 
gu ess 
ha ppy 
have 
he 
hello 
hen 
home 
hop 
horses 
into 
Jack 
kittens 
laughed 
likes 
looked 
ma-ma 
mew 
must 
new 
no 
now 
on 
our 
out 
pets 
pigs 
please 
pony 
pretty 
quack 
rabbit 
ran 
ride 
sat 
saw 
say 
school 
she 
so 
s oon 
Susan 
tail 
talk 
thank 
tha t 
there 
they 
this 
Tom 
too 
toys 
under 
Primer 
wanted 
was 
well 
went 
what 
white 
who 
will 
with 
yes 
Fun with Dick and Jane 
100 words 
19 
20 
Curriculum Foundation Series-Vocabulary List 
First Reader 
after feed maybe 
again feet merry-go-round 
along fell met 
an fine milk 
another first moo 
any five morning 
apples fly Mr. 
as food Mrs. 
ask found name 
asked from Nancy 
back galloping nest 
bang give next 
basket glad night 
be going nothing 
began gray nuts 
behind green .. of 
Bill had old 
Billy has once 
bird heE:.d open 
book helped or 
brovm her other 
bumped hill outdoors 
Bunny him paint 
busy his pa inted 
buy how party 
called hurry Patty 
can •t Jane's peep 
color Jill pennies 
coming Jim Peter 
corn . jumped playing 
could just pocket 
dark know poky 
day last puppy 
dear laugh push 
Dic k 's l e t pushed 
din ner let's put 
don't lives rain 
door looking r eads 
eat.ing lost road 
Ellen made robins 
every making room 
everywhere man rooster 
fat many running 
fas:t;er may round 
Curriculum Foundation Series-Vocabulary List 
First Reader (cont.) 
Sally's 
sang 
sleep 
sleepy 
slower 
snow 
some 
splash 
s quirrel 
stop 
stopped 
store 
story 
street 
surprise 
swish 
take 
them 
then 
things 
think 
thought 
tin: e 
took 
town 
tree 
umbrella 
us 
valentine 
vr:3ry 
wagon 
walk 
walked 
way 
wee . 
were 
when 
which 
why 
wind 
wish 
woman 
worked 
yard 
your 
Our New Friends 
178 words 
21 
a 
airplane 
and 
apple 
are 
ball 
Betty 
big 
blue 
Bunny 
cake 
can 
chair 
come 
din ner 
down 
fast 
Father 
Flip 
for 
funny 
get 
go . 
green 
have 
help 
here 
house 
I 
is 
little 
look 
make 
1,1other 
n ot 
Patsy 
pie 
play 
pony 
red 
ride 
said 
see 
something 
Ginn Basic Readers-Vocabulary List 
Pre primers 
stop 
surprise 
Susan 
the 
this 
to 
Tom 
toys 
up 
want 
we 
what 
work 
My Little Red Story Book 
My Little Green Story Book 
J!iiy Little Blue Story Book 
58 words 
22 
at 
Aunt 
awfiy 
barn 
birthday 
black 
boat 
books 
bow-wow 
box 
bread 
but 
called 
came 
candles 
children 
Christmas 
cold 
color 
conductor 
cowboy 
did 
do 
dog 
door 
ducks 
eat 
farm 
Fred 
frisky 
fun 
gobble 
good 
good-by 
guess 
happy 
has 
hat 
he 
hen 
home 
ice cream 
in 
it 
Ginn Basic Readers-Vocabulary . List 
Jack 
jumped 
kitten 
know 
ladder 
laughed 
like 
looked 
Mary 
me 
mew 
mill 
mouse 
Mr. 
my 
Nan 
neiv 
now 
of 
on 
open 
our 
out 
paint 
party 
pets 
plant 
please 
postman 
put 
quack 
race 
ran 
ready 
run 
saw 
seven 
she 
shoes 
some 
store 
take 
thank 
then 
Primer 
they 
too 
train 
tree 
truck 
turkey 
uncle 
wagon 
walk 
walked 
wanted 
water · 
way 
went 
wheat 
where 
white 
who 
will 
with 
yellow 
yes 
your 
zoom 
The Little White House 
113 words 
23 
24 
Ginn Basic Readers-Vocabulary List 
First Reader 
about dress long 
across drop lost 
afraid eggs 1.1J:a.c' s 
after engine man 
again farmers may 
all faster met 
am feather Miss 
around find mitten 
as fire money 
ate fish monkey 
baby floor morning 
bac k flowers Mrs. 
bass found must 
barber fox never 
be f rogs next 
bear from night 
bee garden no 
Ben gate noise 
bicycle give nose 
biggest goat nothing 
Billy going oh 
boys gone old 
bring ground one 
brook grow opened 
brovm had organ 
bui l d hair other 
bump hear over 
buzzed heo.rd pan 
by helped pancake 
cabbage her Pat 
call hide peanuts 
cat hill pictures 
catch him pockets 
cherry his pole 
click honey pretty 
clinkety-clink hoppity-hop puddle 
corri how rabbit 
could hurry rain 
cow if rolled 
crying into sand 
cup jingle sang 
cupboard just sat 
cut lamb scarecrow 
day let's scat 
Dick listen school 
Ginn Basic Readers-Vocabulary List 
sell 
.shall 
shop 
shouted 
side 
sing 
sit . 
sled 
snow 
snowman 
so 
soon 
splash 
spring 
sprinkler 
squirrel 
stay 
story 
street 
sun 
that 
there 
think 
three 
time 
tink-tinkle 
told 
tomorrow 
Tony 
took 
tractor 
turtle 
two 
under 
us 
voice 
warm 
was 
wee 
were 
wet 
when 
win 
window 
First Reader (cont.) 
woman 
worked 
yard 
On Cherry Street 
183 words 
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Reading Foundation Series-Vocabulary List 
a 
airplane 
Alice 
and 
at 
big 
blue 
boats 
brown 
can 
caps 
come 
did 
do 
down 
Father 
go 
going 
good 
good-by 
got 
green 
had 
have 
he 
here 
home 
house 
I 
in 
is 
it 
Jerry 
Jip 
jump 
kittens 
like 
little 
look 
looked 
man 
may 
me 
morning 
Preprimers 
Mother 
my 
name 
not 
on 
one 
play 
pretty 
puppy 
ran 
red 
ride 
said 
saw 
see 
she 
something 
store 
the 
this 
three 
to 
too 
train 
two 
up 
walked 
want 
went 
what 
window 
with 
yea : 
you 
Skip Along 
Under the Sky 
Open the Door 
High on a Hill 
26 
78 words 
27 
Reading Foundation Series-Vocabulary List 
Primer 
afraid gate old 
again gave open 
all gay organ 
am get out 
animals girl Pal 
are give parrot 
ate goat pet 
away happy pig 
ball heard played 
barnyard hello playing 
behind help please 
best hen pony 
Betsy her puddle 
bird him put 
bow-wow his quack 
box hole rabbit 
breakfast hop rain 
but how rooster 
by hug round 
call into run 
called Jack same 
came jumped say 
Carl just shining 
city laughed snap 
cluck Lee so 
coat liked some 
cock-a-doodle- lived splash 
doo looking started 
could Mac stay 
cow ma-ma stopped 
danced many street 
day mew atm . 
ding-dong monkey surprise 
dog moo talk 
doll Mr. talked 
door must that 
duck nest then 
eat new there 
every next they 
fed night toys 
find no tune 
fly now tweet 
for of very 
funny oh walk 
garden 
Reading Foundation Series-Vocabulary List 
Primer (cont.) 
\van ted 
was 
we 
wee 
white 
who 
will 
wish 
word 
Day In and Day Out 
141 words 
28 
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Reading Foundation Series-Vocabulary List 
First Reader 
about carry fun more 
after catch gas move 
against chairs geese moving 
alike chose gobble much 
alone church grandfather nap 
always climb grandmoth er near 
Andrew coasting grew never 
another cold ground nightingale 
antlers colder grow north 
any color hand off 
apples coming happened once 
arms count harm or 
as country has other 
asked cried head over 
autumn cross hear overcoat 
baby deer hide Paddy's 
back dear hi]l painted 
bad delighted himself parade 
bank earn hissed party 
barn early hoped Pauline 
basket egg hungry pears 
be enough ice cream pennies 
beautiful everyone if penny 
because everything inside people 
bed face jolly picked 
been far knew picnic 
before farm know picture 
bell farmer lady pocket 
biggest fast laughing pool 
Bill faster lean poor 
Billy fat leaned pull 
birthday fell leaves rand 
Bobby few legs ready 
bottom first letter really 
boy fish long ribbon 
branches · fisherman lovely right 
bring five made river 
broken flew make road 
bullfrog flowers Martha rolled 
bump follow men safe 
bundle followed mend sang 
cake four mender sat 
candles frog milk seat 
car from mittens sell 
care front money show 
Reading Foundation Series-Vocabulary List 
First Reader (cont.) 
sing 
sit 
six 
sky 
sleds 
sleep 
sleepy 
smile 
smiled 
snow 
someday 
someon e 
soon 
sound 
south 
spots 
spring 
still · 
stop 
summer 
Sunday 
swam 
tables 
tadpole 
t a il 
take 
taking 
ten 
than k 
their 
them 
things 
thinking 
thought 
ticket 
time 
ting-a-ling 
today 
together 
tomorrow 
took 
top 
town 
tree 
truck 
twelve 
ti<~enty 
twins 
turkey 
turn 
turtle 
until 
upon 
us 
voice 
\'lagon 
warm 
w&ter 
wc. ys 
well 
\'I ere 
when 
where 
whistled 
why 
wife 
wild 
winter 
wisest 
woods 
work 
world 
wouU.d 
years 
your 
Round About 255 words 
30 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to answer the purpose of this 
study , which is to discover what words are common to all 
systems, and also to show what words must be taught to be 
able to transfer from one reading system to another during 
the school year. 
The following tables show the number and alphabetized 
lists of words common to both the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Ginn Basic Readers on the preprimer, primer, 
and first reader level. 
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a 
and 
ball 
big 
blue 
can 
come 
down 
Father 
for 
funny 
go 
help 
here 
house 
I 
is 
little 
look 
make 
Mother 
Table 1. ~ lords Common to Curriculum Foundation 
and Ginn Basic P.reprimers . 
-
not 
play 
red 
said 
see 
something 
the 
to 
up 
wants 
we 
work 
32 
There are 33 words common to the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Ginn Basic Readers on the preprimer level. 
Table 2. Words Common to Curriculum Foundation 
and Ginn Basic Primers 
at likes 
barn looked 
birthday mew 
black new 
bow-wow now 
but on 
came our 
children out 
did pets 
do please 
dog quack 
ducks ran 
eat saw 
:rarm she 
fun thank 
good they 
good-by too 
guess wanted 
happy went 
he whi te 
hen who 
home will 
Jack with 
kittens yes 
laughed 
33 
There are L~9 words common to the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Ginn Basic Reader~ on the pr~mer level. -
Table 3. ',"ords Common to Curri culum Foundation 
and Ginn Basic First Reader s 
after 
again 
as 
back 
be 
Billy 
brown 
corn 
could 
day 
faster 
found 
going 
had 
helped 
her 
hill 
him 
his 
how 
hurry 
just 
let's 
lost 
man 
may 
met 
morning 
Mrs . 
next 
night 
n thing 
old 
· O"ther 
over 
pocke t 
rain 
sang 
sleeJ? 
snow 
splash 
squirrel 
story 
street 
thinl{ 
time 
took 
us 
wee 
were 
when 
woman 
worked 
yard 
34 
There are .54 words common to the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Ginn Basic Readers on the first reader 
le~el. 
35 
The number of words co.mmon to the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Ginn Basic Readers on each of the three 
levels, is high when compared to an average of the total 
vocabulary of the t wo systems. The average number of pre-
prlmer words in both the Curriculum Foundation Series and 
the Ginn Basic Readers is 58 . Of these words, 33 are common 
to both systems. 
In the primer vocabulary, the average number of words 
in both series is 107; 4.9 ,-, of these are common to both 
systems. Similarly, the average number of words in the 
first reader vocabulary of both systems is 131, of whi ch 
5L~ are common to both. 
The following tables show the number and alphabe 15ized 
lists of words common to both the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Reading Foundation Series on the preprimer, 
primer, and first reader levels. 
Table 4. Words Common to Curriculum Foundation 
and Reading Foundation Preprimers 
a 
and 
big 
blue 
boat 
can 
come 
dovm 
Father 
go 
here 
house 
I 
in 
is 
it 
jump 
little 
look 
me 
Mother 
my 
not 
one 
play 
red 
said 
see 
something 
the 
three 
to 
two 
up 
wants 
you 
There are 36 words conmlon to the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Reading Foundation Series on the preprimer 
level. 
Table 5. Words Common to Curriculum Foundation 
and Reading Foundation Primers 
all 
am 
animals 
are 
ate 
bow-wow 
but 
came 
cluck 
cows 
dog 
doll 
ducks 
eat 
get 
girl 
happy 
hello 
hen 
hop 
into 
Jack 
laughed 
ma-ma 
mew 
must 
new 
no 
now 
out 
pets 
pigs 
please 
pony 
quack 
rabbit 
say 
so 
talk 
that 
there 
they 
toys 
wanted 
was 
white 
who 
will 
37 
There are 48 words common to the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Reading Foundation Series on the primer level. 
Table 6. Words Common to Curriculum Foundation 
and Reading Foundation First Readers 
after 
another 
any 
apples 
as 
asked 
back 
basket 
be 
Bill 
Billy 
color 
coming 
dear 
fat 
,faster 
fell 
first 
five 
from 
has 
head 
hill 
know 
made 
or 
other 
over 
painted 
party 
pennies 
pocket 
road 
sang 
sleep 
sleepy 
snow 
stop 
take 
them 
things 
thought 
time 
took 
town 
tree 
us 
wagon 
way 
were 
when 
why 
yard 
There are 53 words com...mon to the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Reading Foundation Series on the First 
Reader level. 
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The number of words cowmen t o the Curriculum Foundation 
Series and the Reading Foundation Series on each of the 
tr..ree first grade reading levels, is high when compared 
with an average of the total vocabulary of the t wo systems. 
In t h e primer vocabulary, the average number of words 
is 121; 48 of these are found in both systems. Similarly, 
the average number of 1vords in t he first reader vocabulai•y 
of both systems is 212, of which 53 are conmon to both. 
Although the number of vvords in the Curriculum 
Foundation Series and the Reading Foundation Series exceeds 
the total vocabular y of t he Curriculum Founda tion Series 
plus the Ginn Basic Reader s, it can be seen that there are 
less words common to the Curriculum Foundation Series and 
the Reading Foundation Series than are common to the 
Curriculum Foundation Series and the Ginn Basic Readers. 
The foll owing tables show the number of alphabetized 
words common to all three systems compared in this study. 
a 
and 
big 
blue 
can 
come 
down 
Father 
go 
here 
house 
I 
is 
Table 7. ·~ ·ords Common t o All Three Systems 
Preprimers 
little 
look 
Mother 
not 
play 
red 
said 
see 
something 
the 
to . 
up 
want 
There are 26 words common to all three systems on 
the preprimer level. 
4o 
bow-wow 
but 
~arne 
dog 
ducks 
eat 
happy 
hen 
Jack 
laughed 
mew 
Table 8.- \'lords Common to All Three Systems 
Primer 
new 
now 
out 
pets 
please 
quack 
they 
wanted 
white 
who 
will 
There are 22 words common to all three systems on 
the primer level. 
after 
as 
back 
Billy 
.faster 
from 
hill 
other 
over 
pocket 
Table 9. Words Common to All Three Systems 
First Reader 
sang 
sleep 
snow 
time 
took 
us 
were 
when 
There are 18 words common to all three systems on 
the first reader level. 
43 
The number of words common to all three systems is 
low, especially in comparison to the number of words common 
to either the Curriculum Foundation Series and the Ginn 
Basic Readers, or the Curriculum Foundation Series and the 
Reading Foundation Series . 
The 'number of different preprimer words is 115. Of 
these, 26 are common to all three systems. The primers of 
each reading system have a t otal of 241 different words; 
22 of these are connnon to all three systems. 
Similarly, the total number of different f irst reader 
words is 446. Only 18 of these words are connnon to all 
three systems. These are truly exceptionally low numbers. 
The following tables show the words that have to be 
taught in order t o change a reading group from the Ginn 
Basic Readers t o the Curriculum Foundation Series on the 
preprimer, primer, and first reader level. 
a\'lay 
Baby 
boat 
car 
come 
cookies 
Dick 
down 
find 
in 
it 
Jane 
jump 
Table 10. Vlords to be Taught Changing 
from Ginn Preprimers to the 
Curriculum Preprimers. 
me 
my 
oh · 
one 
Puff 
1 .. un 
Sally 
Spot 
three 
Tim 
two 
where 
yellow 
you 
There are 27 words to be taught when changing a 
reading group from t~e Ginn Basic Readers to the Curriculum 
Foundation Series on the preprimer level. 
am 
animals 
are 
ate 
boy 
bump 
cat 
chiclrens 
cluck 
cows 
doll 
eggs 
family 
.fast 
· .rou.r 
friends 
get 
girl 
Table 11. Words to be Taught Changing 
fram Ginn Primer to Curri culum 
Primer 
pony 
pretty 
rabbit 
ride 
sat 
say 
school 
so 
soon 
Susan 
tail 
talk 
that 
there 
t .his 
Tom 
toys 
under 
grandfather was 
grandmother well 
have what 
hello 
hop 
horses 
into 
ma- ma 
must 
no 
pigs 
There are _50 words to be taught when changing a 
4.5 
reading group from the Ginn Basi c Readers to the Curriculum 
Foundation Series on the primer level . 
46 
Table 12. Words to be Taught Changing from 
Ginn First Reader to Curriculum 
First Reader 
along green robins 
an has room 
another hee.d rooster 
any Jane's running 
apples Jill round 
ask Jim Sally's 
asked jumped sleep 
bang last some 
basket laugh stop 
began let stopped 
behind lives store 
Bi l l looking surprise 
bird made swish 
book making take 
bumped many them 
Bunny maybe then 
busy merry-go-round things 
buy milk thought 
called moo town 
can ' t Mr. tree 
color name umbrella 
coming Nancy valentine 
dar k nest very 
dea r nuts wagon 
Dick 's of walk 
dinner once walked 
don 't open way 
door or which 
ea ting outdoors why 
Ellen paint wind 
eve ry painted wish 
everywhere party your 
fa t Patty 
feed peep 
feet pennies 
fell Peter 
fi ne playing 
fi rs t poky 
five . puppy 
fly push 
fo od pushed 
galloping put 
glad reads 
gra y road 
47 
There are 122 words to be taught when changing a 
reading group from the Gin~ Basic Readers to the Curriculum 
Foundation Series on the first reader level . 
The following tables show the alphabetized lists of 
words that must be taught in order to change a reading 
group f rom the Reading · Foundation Series t o the Curriculum 
Foundation Series on t he preprimer, primer, and first 
reader levels. 
away 
baby 
ball 
car 
cookies 
Dick 
find 
for 
funny 
helps 
Jane 
make 
Table 13. ~ords to be Taught Changing from 
Reading Preprimers to . the 
Curriculum Preprimers 
oh 
Puff 
run 
Sally 
Spot 
Tim 
we 
where 
work 
yellow 
There are 22 words to be taught when changing a 
48 
reading group from the Reading Foundation preprimers to the 
Curriculum Foundation Preprimers. 
Table 14. Words to be Taught Changing from 
Reading Foundation Pr imers to 
Curriculum Foundation Primers 
at home 
barn horses 
birthday kittens 
black likes 
boy looked 
bump on 
cat our 
chickens pretty 
children ran 
did ride 
do sat 
eggs saw 
family school 
farm she 
fast Soon 
four Susan 
friends tail 
fun thank 
get this 
good Tom 
good-by too 
grandfather under 
grandmother went 
guess what 
have with 
he yes 
There are 52 words to be taught when changing a 
rea ding group from the Reading Foundation primer to the 
Curriculum Foundation primer . 
49 
again 
along 
an 
ask 
bang 
began 
behind 
bird 
book 
brown 
bumped 
bunny 
busy 
buy 
called 
can't 
corn 
could 
dark 
day 
Dick's 
dinner 
don't 
door 
eating 
Table 15. Words to be Taught Changing from 
Reading Foundation First Reader to 
Curriculum Foundation First Reader 
Jane's reads 
Jill robins 
Jim room jumped rooster just running 
last round 
laugh Sally's 
let slower 
let's some 
lives splash 
looking squirrel 
lost stopped 
making store 
man story 
many street 
may surprise 
maybe swish 
m-erry-go- round then 
met think 
moo umbrella 
morning valentine 
Mr. very 
Mrs. walk 
name walked 
Nancy wee 
50 
every•"' here nest . which 
feed 
feet 
fine 
fly 
food 
found 
galloping 
give 
glad 
goi!.!g 
gray 
green 
had 
helped 
her 
himself 
his 
how 
hurry 
next · 
night 
nothing 
nuts 
of 
old 
open 
outdoors 
paint 
Patty 
peep 
Peter 
playing 
.poky 
puppy 
push 
pushed 
put 
rain 
wind 
wish 
woman 
worked 
yard 
·-
B'"'"-t~n Ur,N ·crs .. 
Scoool of E ..tea t1 
..........._ Ubrant ~.::. · .• 
There are 123 words to be taught when changing a 
reading group from the Reading Foundation Series t o the 
Curriculum Foundation Series on the first reader level. 
Sometimes it is found that the same words may be 
taught at different reading levels in the three systems 
studied. The following self-explanatory tables name the 
different conditions under which some words may already 
51 
be taught before the group has been changed from one system 
to another. The words thus taught are listed alphabetically. 
are 
fast 
get 
have 
pony 
Table 16. V\fords in Curriculum Primer Already 
Taught in Ginn Preprimers 
ride 
Susan 
toys 
we 
There are nine words in the Curriculum Foundation 
52 
Series primer whi ch have already been taught in the Ginn 
Basic Readers preprimers. 
book 
called 
color 
has 
jumped 
know 
Mr. 
of 
open 
paint 
party 
Table 17. Wordsin Curriculum First Reader 
Already Taught in Ginn Primer 
some 
store 
take 
then 
tree 
wagon 
walk 
walked 
wa y 
your 
There are 21 words in the Curriculum Foundation 
first reader which have already been taught in the 
Ginn Basic Readerw primer . 
53 
dinner 
green 
Table 18. V'ords in Curriculum First Reader 
Already Taugh,t in Ginn Preprimers 
stop 
surprise 
There are four words in the Curriculum Foundation 
first reader which have already been taught in the Ginn 
Basic Reade r s preprimers. 
54 
at 
did 
do 
good 
good-by 
have 
he 
home 
kittens 
like 
looked 
Table 19. Words in Curriculum Primer 
Already Taught in Reading 
Foundation Preprimers 
on 
pretty 
ran 
ride 
saw 
she 
this 
too 
went 
what 
with 
yes 
There are 23 words in the Curriculum Foundation 
primer which have already been taught in the Reading 
Foundation preprimers. 
55 
again 
behi nd 
bird 
called 
could 
day 
door 
every 
fly 
give 
her 
him 
his 
how 
looking 
many 
moo 
Mr. 
nest 
Table 20. Nords in Curriculum First Header 
Already Taught in Heading Primer 
next 
night 
of 
old 
open 
put 
rain 
round 
some 
splash 
street 
surprise 
then 
very 
walk 
wee 
wish 
There are 36 words in the Curriculum Foundation 
f irst reader which have been previously taught in the 
Reading Foundation primer. 
56 
brown 
going 
green 
had 
may 
Table 21. Words in Curriculum First Reader 
Already ·raught in Reading Preprimers 
morning 
name 
puppy 
store 
walked 
There are ten words in the Curriculum Foundation 
first reader ·which have previously been taught in the 
Reading Foundation preprimers. 
The following tables list alphabetically the total 
57 
number of different v1ords appearing in ( 1 1} the preprimers, 
(2) the primers, C3) the first readers, and (4) all. the 
three sy stems studied. 
58 
Table 22. Total Number of Different Words 
Appearing in the Preprimers 
a had Puff 
airplane have puppy 
Alice he 
and help ran 
apple · here red 
are home run 
at house ride 
baby I said 
ball in Sally 
Betty is saw 
big it see 
blue she 
boats Jane something 
brown Jerry stop 
Jip store 
cake jump Spot 
can surprise 
caps kittens Susan 
car 
chair like the 
come little this 
cookies look three 
looked Tim 
Dick to 
did make too Total ··of 
dinner man Tom 115 words 
do may toys 
down me train 
Mother two 
fast morning 
Father my up 
find 
Flip name walked 
for not wants 
funny we 
oh went 
get on what 
go one where 
going window 
good Patsy with 
good-by pie work 
got play 
green pony yellow 
pretty yes 
you 
59 
Table 23. Total Number of Different \"lords 
Appearing in the Primers 
afraid could happy Mr. 
again cow has must 
all cowboy hat my 
am have 
animals danced he Nan 
are day heard nest 
at did hello next 
ate ding-dong help new 
Aunt do heh night 
a ~vay dog her no 
doll him now 
ball door his 
barn duck hole of 
barnyard home oh 
behind eat hop old 
best eggs horses on 
Betsy every how open 
bird .bug organ 
b:trthday family our 
black farm ice cream out 
boat fast in 
books fed into Pal 
bow-wow find it paint 
boy fly parrot 
box for kitten pet 
bread four know pig 
breakfast Fred plant 
bump friends ladder played 
but frisky laughed · playing 
buy fun Lee please 
funny like pony 
call liked postman 
called garden lived pretty 
came gate lo-oked puddle 
candles gave looking put 
Carl gay 
chickens get Mac quack 
children girl ma-ma 
Christmas give many rabbit 
city goat Mary race 
cluck gobble me rain 
coat good mew ran 
cock-a-doodle- good-by mill ready 
doo grandfather monkey ride 
cold grandmother moo rooster 
color guess mouse round 
conductor run 
same 
sat 
saw 
say 
school 
seven 
shining 
she 
shoes 
so 
some 
soon 
splash 
started 
stay 
stopped 
store 
street 
sun 
surprise 
Susan 
tail 
talk 
talked 
take 
thank 
that 
then 
there 
they 
this 
Tom 
too 
toys 
train 
tree 
truck 
tune 
turkey 
tweet 
uncle 
under 
very 
Table 23. ·Total Number of Different Words 
Appearing in the Primers (cant.) 
wagon 
walk 
walked 
wanted 
wa.s 
water 
way 
we 
wee 
well 
went 
what 
where 
white 
who 
will 
wish 
with 
word 
yellow 
yes 
your 
zoom Total of 
241 words 
60 
61 
Table 24. Total Number of Different Words 
Appearing in the First Readers 
about Ben colder five 
across bicycle color flew 
afraid biggest coming floor 
after Bill corn flowers 
again Billy could fly 
against birthday count follow 
alike Bobby country followed 
all book cried food 
alone bottom erose found 
along boy cow four 
always branches crying fox 
am bring cup frog 
an broken cupboard from 
Andrew brook cut 
another brown galloping 
antlers build dark garden 
any bullfrog day gas 
apples· bump dear gate 
arms bumped deer geese 
around bundle delighted give 
as bunny Dick · glad 
ask busy Dick's scat 
asked buy dinner · gobble 
ate buzzed don 1 t going 
autumn by door gone 
dress gray 
baby ·cabbage drop green 
back cake grandfather 
bad call face grandmother 
bang called far grew 
bank ca.ndles farm ground 
barber cari't farmer grow 
barn car fast 
basket care faster had 
bass carry fat hair 
be cat feather hand 
bear catch feed happened 
beautiful chairs feet harm 
because cherry fell has 
bed choose few head 
bee church find hear 
been click fine heard 
before climb fire helped 
began clinkety-clink first her 
behind coasting fish hide 
bell cold fisherman him 
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Table 24. Total N.umber of Diffe~ent Words 
Appearing in First Readers (cont.) 
himself make one reads 
his making open ready 
hissed man opened really 
honey many or ribbon 
hoped ~lartha organ right 
hopp1ty-hop may other river 
how maybe outdoors road 
hungry men over robins 
hurry mend overcoat rolled 
mender room 
ice cream merry- go-round Paddy's rooster 
if met painted running 
inside milk pan round 
into Miss pancake 
mittens parade safe 
Jane's money party sand 
Jill monkey Pat sang 
jingle moo Patty Sally's 
Jim more Pauline sat 
jolly move peanuts scarecrow jumped moving pears scat just P{r. peep school 
Mrs. Peter seat 
knew much pennies sell 
know must penny shall 
people shop 
lady name picked shouted 
lamb Nancy picnic show 
last nap picture shy 
laugh near playing side 
laughing nest pocket sing 
lean next poky sit 
leaned never pole six 
leaves nightingale pool sleds 
legs no poor sleep 
let noise pretty sleepy 
let's nose puddle slower 
letter north pull smile 
lives nothm g puppy smiled 
lonely nuts push snow 
long pushed snowman 
looking of put 80 
lost off some 
oh rabbit someday 
Mac's old rain someone 
made once rand soon 
Table 24. Total Number of Different Words 
Appearing in First . Readers (cant.) 
sound 
south 
splash 
spots 
spring 
sprinkler 
squirrel 
stay 
still 
stop 
stopped 
store 
story 
street 
summer 
sun 
Sunday 
surprise 
swam 
swish 
tables 
tadpole 
tail 
take 
taking 
ten 
thank 
that 
their 
then 
there 
things 
think 
thinking 
thought 
three 
ticket 
time 
ting-a-1ing 
tink-tinkle 
today 
together 
told 
tomorrow 
Tony 
took 
top 
town 
tractor 
tree 
truck 
twelve 
twenty 
twins 
two 
turkey 
turn 
turtle 
umbrella 
under 
until 
upon 
us 
valentine 
very 
voice 
wagon 
walked 
warm 
was 
water 
ways 
wee 
well 
when 
· where 
which 
whistled 
why 
wife 
wild 
win 
wind 
window 
winter 
wisest 
wish 
·woman 
woods 
work 
worked 
world 
would 
yard 
years 
your 
Tdtal of 
4.46 words 
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a 
about 
across 
afraid 
after 
again 
against 
Table 25. Total Number of Different Words 
Appearing in All Three Systems 
baby brook cabbage 
back broken ca ke 
bad brown call 
ball build called 
bang bullfrog came 
bank bump can 
barber · bumped can't 
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airplane barn bundle candles 
Alice barnyard busy caps 
alike basket but car 
all bass buy care 
alone be buzzed Carl 
along bear by carry 
always beautiful cat 
am because . catch 
an bed chair 
a nd bee cherry 
Andrew been chickens 
animals before children 
another began choose 
antlers behind Christmas 
any bell church 
apple Ben city 
are best click 
arms Betsy climb 
around Betty clinkety-clink 
as bicycle cluck 
ask big coasting 
asked biggest coat 
at Bill cock-a-doodle-
ate Billy doo 
Aunt bird coin 
autumn birthday cold 
away black colder 
blue color 
boat come 
Bobby coming 
books conduct or 
bottom cooking 
bow-wow could 
box count 
boy country 
branches cow 
bread cowboy 
breakfast cried 
bring cross 
Table 25. Total Number of Differ~nt Words 
Appearing in All Three Systems(cont.) 
crying 
cup 
cupboard 
cut 
danced 
dark 
day 
dear 
deer 
delighted 
Dick 
Dick's 
did 
ding- do ng 
dinner 
do 
dog 
doll 
don't 
door 
down 
dress 
drop 
duck 
early 
earn 
eat 
eating 
eggs 
Ellen 
engine 
enoug~ 
every 
everyone 
everything 
everywhere 
face 
fat 
Father 
family 
far 
farm 
farmer 
fast 
faster 
feather 
fed 
feed 
feet 
fell 
few 
find 
fine 
fire 
first 
fish 
f il aherman 
five 
flew 
Flip 
floor 
flowers 
fl y 
follow 
followed 
fo od 
for 
fox 
found 
four 
Fred 
friends 
frisky 
frogs 
rrom 
front 
fun 
fun ny 
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Table 25. Total Number of Different Words 
Appearing in All Three Systems(cont.) 
ga lloping 
garden 
gas 
gate 
gave 
gay 
geese 
get 
girl 
give 
glad 
go 
goat 
gobble 
going 
gone . 
good 
good-by 
got 
grandfather 
grandmother 
gray 
green 
grew 
ground 
grow 
guess 
had 
ha i r 
hand 
happened 
happy 
harm 
has 
hat 
have 
he 
head 
hear 
heard 
hello 
help 
helped 
hen 
her 
here 
hide 
hill 
him 
himself 
his 
hissed 
hole 
home 
honey 
hungry 
hop 
hoped 
hoppity-hop 
horses 
house 
how 
hug · 
hurry 
I 
ice cream 
if 
in 
inside 
into 
is 
it 
;Jack 
Jane 
Jane's 
Jerry 
Jill 
.Jim 
jingle 
Jip 
jolly 
jump 
jumped 
just 
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Table 25. Total Number of Different Words 
Appearing in All Three Systems(cont.) 
67 
kittens ladder Mac name 
k.neH lady Mac's Nan 
know last made · Nancy 
laugh make nap 
laughed making near 
laughing ma-ma nest 
lamb man new 
lean many never 
leaned Martha next 
leaves may night 
Lee maybe nightingale 
legs me no 
let men noise 
let's mend north 
letter mender nose 
like merry-go-round not 
liked met nothing 
listen mew now 
little milk nuts 
lived mill 
lives Miss 
long mittens 
lonely money 
look monkey 
looked moo 
looking more 
lost morning 
Mother 
mouse 
move 
moving 
!ff..r. 
Mrs. 
much 
must 
my 
Table 25. Total Number of Different Words 
Appearing in All Three Systems(cont.) 
of Paddy's quack rabbit 
off paint race 
old painted rain 
on Pal ran 
once pan rand 
one pancake reads . 
open parade ready 
opened parrot really 
or party ~. red 
organ Pat ribbon 
other Patsy ride 
our Patty right 
out Pauline river 
outdoors peanuts road 
over pears robins 
overcoat peep rolled 
pennies .room 
penny rooster 
people round 
pet run 
Peter running 
picked 
picnic 
picture 
pie 
pig 
plant 
play 
played 
playing 
please 
pocket 
poky 
pole 
pony · 
pool 
poor 
postman 
pretty 
puddle 
Puff 
pull 
puppy 
push 
pushed 
put 
l 
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Table 25. Total Number of Different ¥'fords 
Appearing in all ~hree Systems(cont.) 
safe Spot tables · ·turkey 
said apring tadpole tweet 
Sally sprinkler tail twelve 
Sally's squirrel take twenty 
same started taking twins 
sand stay talk ·two 
sang still talked 
sat stop ten 
saw stopped thank 
say store that 
scarecrow street the 
scat summer their 
school sun them 
seat Sunday then 
see surprise there 
sell Susan they 
seven swam things 
shall swish think 
she thinking 
shining this 
shoes three 
shop thought 
shouted ticket 
show Tim 
shy time 
side ting-a-ling 
sing tink-tinkle 
sit to 
six today 
sleds together 
sleep told 
sleepy Tom 
slower tomorrow 
smile Tony 
snap too . 
snow took 
snowman top 
so town 
some toys 
someday tractor 
someone train 
something tree 
soon truck 
sound tune 
south turn 
splash turtle 
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Table 25. Total Number of Different Words 
Appearing in All Three Systems(cont.) 
umbrella 
uncle 
under 
until 
up 
upon 
us 
valentine 
very 
voice 
wagon 
walked 
wanted 
wants 
warm 
was 
water 
ways 
we 
wee 
well 
went , 
were 
wet 
what 
wheat 
when 
where 
which 
whistled 
white 
who 
why'·· 
wife 
wild 
will 
win 
yard 
years 
yellow 
yes 
you 
your 
zoom 
Total of 
70 
wind 
window 
winter 
wisest 
\<~ish 
with 
Woman 
woods 
word 
work 
worked 
world 
would 
646 words 
CHAPTER V 
SUWllilliRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An attempt was made in this study to compare the 
vocabularies of three basal reading systems-the Curriculu~ 
Foundation Series, the Ginn Basic Readers, and the Reading 
Foundation Series. This was done to find (1) the basic 
preprimer, primer, and first reader words in the three 
systems listed, and (2) the words that must be taught before 
one can change a reading group from one reading system to 
another during the school year. 
The following conclusions are presented: 
1. There is a high number of words common to the 
Curriculum Foundation Series and the Ginn Basic 
Readers on each of the three reading levels in-
cluded in this study. 
2. There is a high number of words common to the 
Curriculum Foundation Series and the Reading 
Foundation Series on each of the three reading 
.. .~ levels. 
3. This study shows that there is a workable number 
of new words to be taught when changing a reading 
group from either the Ginn Basic Readers or the 
Reading Foundati on Series, to the Curriculum 
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Foundation Series. 
4. The number of new words to be taught varies from 
22 to 27 for the preprimers; 50 to 52 for the 
primers; and 122 to 123 for t he first readers. 
5. The previous conclusion tends to show that there 
is a trend toward a core vocabulary in the first 
grade reading books. As the reading groups 
·progress through the different reading levels, 
the core widens to include many supplementary 
words and books for the bright groups, while 
providing a carefully controlled basic core for 
the low groups. 
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6. The low groups can easily be provided with many 
new books, presenting a minimum of new vocabulary, 
while giving good opportunity for fluency and 
maximum interest. 
7. There are 33 words common to the Curriculum 
Foundation Series and the Ginn Basic Readers on 
the preprimer level. 
8. There are 49 words common to the Curriculum 
Foundation Series and the Ginn Basic Readers on 
the primer level. 
9· There are 54 words common to t he Curriculum 
Foundation Series and the Ginn Basic Readers on 
the first reader level. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
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There are 36 words common to the Curriculum 
Foundation Series and the Reading Foundation Series 
on the preprimer level. 
There are 48 words common to the Curriculum 
Foundation Series and the Reading Foundation Series 
on the primer level. 
There are 53 words common ·to the Curriculum 
Foundation Series and the Reading Foundation Series 
on the first reader level. 
13. There are 26 words common to all three systems on 
the preprimer level. 
14. There are 22 words common to all three systems on 
the primer level. 
15. There are 18 words common to all three systems on 
the first reader level. 
16. There are 27 words to be taught when changing a 
reading group from the Ginn Basi c Readers t o the 
Curriculum Foundation Series on the preprimer 
level. 
17. There are 50 words to be taught when changing a 
reading group f rom the Ginn Basic Readers t o the 
Curriculum Foundation Series on t he primer . level. 
18. There are 1 22 words to . be taught when changing a 
reading group from the Ginn Basic Readers to the 
Curriculum Foundation Series on the first reader 
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level. 
19. There are 22 words to be taught when changing a 
reading group from the Reading Foundation Series 
to the Curriculum Foundation Series on t he 
preprimer level. 
20. There are 52 words to be taught wh en changing a 
reading group f rom the Reading Foundation Series 
to the Curriculum Foundation Series on the primer 
level. 
21. There are 123 words to be taught when changing a 
reading group from the Reading Foundation Series 
to t he Curriculum Foundation Series on t he firs t 
reader level. 
22. There are nine words in the Curriculum Foundati on 
Series primer which have alr eady been taught in 
the Ginn Basic Readers preprimers. 
23. There are 21 words in the Curriculum Foundation 
Series first reader which have already been taught 
in the Ginn Basic Readers primer . 
24. There are four words in the Curriculum Foundation 
Series first reader which have already been 
taught in the Ginn Basic Readers preprimers. 
25 . There are 23 words in the Curri culum Foundation 
Series primer which have already been taught in 
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the Reading Foundation Series preprimers. 
26. There are 36 words in the Curriculum Foundation 
Series first reader which have already been taught 
in the Reading Foundation Series primer. 
27. There are ten words in t he Curriculum Foundation 
Series first reader whi ch have already been taught 
in the Reading Foundation Series preprimers. 
28. There are 115 different words appearing in all 
the preprimers . 
29. There are 241 different words appearing in all 
the primers. 
30. There are 446 different words appearing in all 
the first readers. 
31. There are 646 different words appearing in all 
the books studied in t his thesis. 
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